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From The Editor . ..
For many years members lind friends
of the F6l1ow~hip have wanted a Fellowship Iiilpdbool{ which would include all
informatiQ/1 nec!!Ssary to an under&tanding of the Fellowship. This issue of
PROPHETIC RELIGION is an effort
to meet this need. The articles, for the
most part, are the result of joint collllboration on the part of many members
a/1d commi~teflli ilnd we pope the end
r6&ijlt meets with the al'proVal and endorsement of thts entire Fellowihip.
There are two points at which some
comment is necessary. The lead article
on the history of the Fellowship by
David Burgess has passed through s~v
eral hands and while it does not contain
all that we might wish, it is the best
that could be done within the limits of
the space available. The writing of a
history of any movement, and especially
that of the Fellowship, is a delicate assignment for the reason that it is almost impossible to do justice to all the
persons who have had a significant hand
in developing the Fellowship. If anyone
has been slighted, it was not, we can
assure you, intentional. If there are
serious flaws or shortcomings they wiJI
be amended. About all that could be
done in this effort was to point up the
main currents of thought and action and
the persons mainly responsible for them.
The second article on "The Fellowship in Action" was wrirten by the Executive Secretary, and the necessities of
time made it impossible to submit it to
the Executive Committee for comment.
He presents it here, not as a final state-

ment on the program but a§ !it} indiClition of some of the areas of ilctioa at
which Fellowship members have made
known their concerns.
It is hoped that the articles contained
in this issue will be received well enough
by the members to Wilrrant their reprinting as leaflets and pflmphlets, and
therefore ~he office or the Editor would
be grateful fgr your comments.
The space required to h!lndle the artil;:les appearing ill this issue Qf Prophetic
Religion has made it necessary to omit
the news items which regularly appear
in "The Weathervane." Readers will be
glad to know that Nelle Morton will assume the responsibility for editing our
FSC journal in the very near future. In
an effort to make Prophetic Religion
more helpful, a good portion of its
pages will be devoted to a coverage of
important developments in fields of interest to FSC members and subscribers.
As we go to press the 1953 Work
Camp at the Fellowship C enter is getting off to a good start. Gay and Dotey
Noyce, who so effectively directed last
summer's work camp, are back with us
in this important relationship. Last minute cancellations make the camp somewhat smaller than originally planned but
if the enthusiastic approach to construction which characterized our first day is
any gauge of what will be accomplished
during the next five weeks, the ardor of
the campers will more than make up for
the smallness of their number. As we
get under way the following lads and
lassies are on hand: William ("Bill")
(Continued on Page 32)
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The Fellowship
Of Southern Churchmen
Its History and Promise
By D AVID BURGESS

A

LMoST twenty years ago,
when the entire fabric of our
national life lay prostrate before the onslaught of the Great Depres
sion, a small group of southern churchmen came together in a conference at
Monteagle, Tennessee, to examine this
"time of trouble" into which they and
their fellows had been plunged, to reexamine their Christian faith and to
discover ways of putting the resources
of their faith to work for God and man.
Thus the Fellowship of Southern
Churchmen came into being as a result
of a few men's determination to set the
redemptive gospel of Christ to work
in the midst of a society floundering in
economic chaos, political uncertainty,
and spiritual dry-rot.
This company of parsons, teachers
and labor leaders came from nearly every
southern state, and after two days of
continuous deliberation, organized themselves into the Conference of Younger
Churchmen of the South. It was Reinhold Niebuhr, beloved teacher of many
and admired leader of all, who helped
these men delineate truth from fiction,
and fact from fancy, and to establish
their faith against the turbulent forces
swaying the minds and hearts of men
across the earth. Throughout the years
Neibuhr encouraged the little band, and
it was the Committee, of which he was
chairman, which made the services of
Howard Kester, the organization's first
secretary, available to carry on the
work. It was "Scotty" Cowan, the

group's first chairman ,who tellingly described Niebuhr's impact on their thinking and gave him the title, "Judgment
Day in britches," by which he is affectionately known amongst some of the
men to this day. In many respects Reinhold Niebuhr is the spiritual godfather of the Fellowship.
The records do not reveal the names
of all those who were present at this
first meeting, but memory recalls James
Weldon Johnson, Franz Daniel, Gene
Smathers, John Dillingham, Charles
Webber, T. B. "Scotty" Cowan, A. L.
DeJarnette, James Dombroski, E. B.
"Ted" Shultz, Herbert King, J. H.
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Daves, Abram Nightingale and Howard "Buck" Kester.
Though differing in their economic,
political and denominational creeds, they
were one in their common concern to
place the gospel of Jesus Christ at the
center of their own lives and in the life
of the land and its people, and thereby
proclaim the economy of the New T estament as the spiritual means by which to
root out ancient evils and lay the foundations for a righteous society.
Their dreams of a better Southland
we~e haunted by the spectre of hunger
a~l1ldst p~enty, ~y bitter racial antago-

nIsms whICh agaIn and again boiled over
into brutal lynchings and riots, by mile
upon mile of desperate men hunting a
l~nely job, by bread lines and soup
kItchens, by intimidation and violence
upon those who dared organize the unemployed or those fortunate enough to
possess a job, by bewilderment and confusion on the part of political leaders and
lethargy and remoteness from the struggles of the people on the part of ecclesiastics. Today these events seem remote and unreal but they were the historical circumstances which brought
these men together and forged some of
them into a lasting bond of fellowship
and creative work.
These men were gnawed by a profound sense of their own inadequacy but
they were made buoyant by a feeling of
certainty regarding the absolute rightn~ss o.f. their Christian faith and its applIcabIlIty to all the problems affecting
the welfare and ultimate destiny of the
human family. A deep affection for one
another, and a reborn commitment to
the whole New Testament steeled them
as they labored, as Cowan put it, "on the
growing edge of Christendom in the
South to make Christ and His Kingdom
the "only cause worth living and dying
for.
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Feeling the need for a name which
would adequately describe their commitments and intentions, the name Fellowship of Southern Churchmen was
adopted at a meeting at Norris, T ennessee, in 1936. At the same time they
chose as their standard of faith and action these words taken from Luke 4: 18.
" ... To preach the gospel to the poor,
to heal the broken-hearted, to preach
deliverance to the captive, and recovery •
of sight to the blind, to set at liberty
them that are bruised, to preach the
acceptable year of the Lord." Here was
adopted the first Statement of Principles
and a year later, at a meeting at Berea,
Kentucky, the present constitution and
by-laws came into being. After four
years of continuous labor on the part of
many individuals and groups the present Statement of Principles - "We
Affirm"-was drawn together (largely
by Walter Sikes, "Scotty" Cowan and
Howard Kester), and adopted at a memorable meeting in 1939 in the home of
Victor Obenhaus at Pleasant Hill, T ennessee.
The members of this new Fellowship
were close to the problems of the people.
Dejarnette, a Congregational minister,
organized the unemployed and spoke
frequently to various struggling labor
groups. Cowan in Chattanooga fed the
hungry, clothed the needy and supplied
the intellectual and spiritual sign-posts
for all those wanting to set foot in a
new land. His pulpit became an anvil
wherein the love and wrath of God was
fashioned into messages heard the
length and breadth of the land. The
common people heard him gladly as he
talked to them in their churches, their
meeting halls, and when occasion demanded, cock pits. Howard Kester
roamed the southern states organizing
farmers, the unemployed and industrial
workers; investigating lynchings and
labor strife, writing and speaking in the

colleges and seminaries. He helped organize and build the Southern Tenant
Farmers Union whose impact on the
American scene was of first importance.
On the Cumberland Plateau in East
Tennessee, Presbyterian preacher Eugene
Smathers was creating a model cooperative farm community, which today is
recognized nationally by all denominations as one of the finest examples of
Christian stewardship in the country. In
Mississippi, Sam Franklin and Gene Cox,
with the help of Sherwood Eddy, were
building new foundations for hope
among tenants and sharecroppers at the
Delta and Providence Cooperative Farms.
As it is with all pioneer groups, the
men of the Fellowship did not stand
alone but together with their wives and
children. They, too, bore the scars of
battle, suffered wooden fear and social
ostracism. They were selfless in their
devotion to America's countless army of
home-made refugees, the unemployed,
the landless, those haunted by implacable uncertainties and those sorely hurt
because of their color. These wives took
the words of Saint Paul, u • • • having
done all, to stand," and clothed them
with a flesh and blood commitment to
the things of the spirit. The names of
Gladys Cowan, Dorothy Franklin, Alice
Kester, Margaret Lehman, Celestine
Smith, Linda Cox, Loucile Smathers,
and host of others will be gratefully
remembered by countless men and
women across the South.
From the foregoing one might conclude that in its beginning days the
Fellowship was a succession of "tumult
and shouting," but such was not the
case. While some were free to go wherever a slim purse and four wheels would
carry them, the mobility of others was
limited because of important professional
responsibilities, but their contribution
was nevertheless of basic importance to

the solid growth and effectiveness of the
Fellowship. From the very beginning
the members of the Fellowship recognized the importance of creating new
attitudes and behavior patterns among
the students in high school and college.
They regarded the college platform and
classroom as of equal importance with
the pulpit and labor union, and if the
Fellowship has made a lasting contribution to its day it is to be found in the
'lives of countless youngsters from Austin
to Alexandria whose thinking was
turned up-side-down and who now, in a
hundred different communities across
the land, provide the sinews of mind and
heart which give new hope to our people.
I cannot name them all but among them
were Cowan and Sikes and Voss, and
King, and Mays, and Taylor, and Hoffman, and Watson, and Pope, and Thurman, and Cox, and Franklin, and Robinson, and Mayhew, and Faulkner, and
McKee, and Keys, and Foster, and
Mitchell, the two Johnsons, Charles and
Mordecai, and more recently Jones, and
Hughley, and Morton, and Bryan, and
Burgess, and Catchings, and Queen, and
McKinney, and Oakes, and Herrin, and
Branch, and McCoy, and Ashby, and
Ruark, who stirred, and now stir, students to undertake to give themselves in
the building of a fairer world.
The early members of the Fellowship
often paid a heavy price for their convictions. After the Fellowship had held
its annual conference at Cowan's church
in Chattanooga, he had to report that
there were promptly, "twenty-rwo subtractions from the rolls of the church."
Alva Taylor, whom Niebuhr regarded as
one of the great pedagogues of his day,
was fired from Vanderbilt for his activity in behalf of labor and better race relations.
There was scarcely a man
who did not receive rough treatment
but in the midst of such events
Cowan could write in retrospect, "One
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thing that has impressed me as I
have gone through the files of the
Fellowship of Southern Churchmen is
the deepening of the spirit of Christian
radicalism and the application of the
prophetic insights to the life of the
world. There is a rejection with increasing depth of the dualism and other
worldliness which denies and destroys
the meaningfulness of man's temporal
life. There is, in the reports, a growing
sense that God is Lord of history, the
Creator and Redeemer of life and the
only adequate explanation of our historic
existence. There is a depthful acknowledgement of man's sinfulness that prevents the equating of any social order,
old and new, with the Kingdom of God
on earth. Man is a child of God but he
is also a sinner; and a more perfect order,
however organized, cannot alone eliminate the evil of his heart."
As the members of the Fellowship
matured important differences developed
amongst them. Some thought Kester
and Cowan had gone off on what they
called a "Jesus Jag" and indicated their
disgust with a movement that approached every problem from a religious perspective. Some of these found their way
into secular movements of varying degrees of social importance. A few members were captivated by the glowing
promises of Communism but the leaders
of the Fellowship had made up their
minds about the validity of their Christian and democratic faith, and once having done so, nothing could budge them
even to the point of refusing membership to close personal friends who were
known communists or fellow-travellers,
Thus, long before the nation had
aroused itself to the diabolical intentions
of world communism, the members of
the Fellowship had recognized the complete incompatibility of the basic tenets
of communism with the principles of
both democracy and Christianity. When
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the "united front" was the liberal's religion, the Fellowship leaders stood firm
against it and were labeled "fascists" for
doing so.
Despite these counter currents the
inner group of the Fellowship never lost
sight of the fact that its Christian faith,
rather than any political or economic
ideology, was its primary and lone loyalty. This insight has prevented the Fellowship from becoming a fly-by-night
splinter group, and above all, it has
given its members a sense of historical
unity within the churches of the Region.
Howard Kester, who had formerly
worked for the Fellowship of Reconciliation, was set free to develop the Fellowship by Niebuhr's Committee on Economic and Racial Justice, which existed
to allow him to do what he thought was
worth doing. While building the Southern Tenant Farmers Union, investigating
lynchings and generally roaming the
southern states with his wife Alice, and
daughter Nancy, he served the Fellowship from its beginning as secretary and
in 1941 became its full-time salaried
executive.
During the late thirties the Fellowship
founded its present publication, ProphetiC Religion, the first editions of
which were mimeographed by Howard
and Alice Kester. Within a short time
sufficient money was ,available with
which to have the magazine printed and
it immediately received a host of supporters and subscribers. Through the
pages of ProphetiC Religion, liberal
churchmen of the South, both lay and
clergy, freely spoke their convictions.
The South was analyzed, scenes of want
described and scenes of hope-like
Smathers' in Big Lick - proclaimed.
Judged by its small circulation, Prophetic Religion was but a weak voice in
the wilderness, yet the voice was heard

planters who need the children periodically to work the fields. And slavery
has not vanished from our thinking in
employee-employer relationships." Believing that the Protestant church of
the South "was guilty of seeking to save
its own life at the expense of a world
When Gerald Johnson was writing dying from the demonic forces of in"The Wasted LAnd," and the nation was justice, poverty, war, racial hatred, class
being stirred by Steinback's "Grapes of greed, unemployment and the debauchWrath ," five members of the Fellow- ing worship of false gods," Kester,
ship-Smathers, Cowan, DeJarnette, Cowan, Smathers, Sikes, McKee, and
Sikes and Kester-met at Smathers' King turned to the colleges and theohome in Big Lick, Tennessee, and logical seminaries where a new crop of
founded FRIENDS OF THE SOIL on leaders was being trained. Pope at Yale,
the same day that a group in Washing- Bennett at Union, Thurman at Howard,
ton founded FRIENDS OF THE Molligen at Virginia Episcopal, Deering
LAND. Friends of the Soil proclaimed at V .P.I., King at N. C. State, Daniels
the sacred trinity of God, man and the at Shaw, Faulkner at Fisk, Beittel at
earth and called upon the church of the Guilford, Weatherspoon and Trimble at
living God to practice good husbandry, Southern Baptist, Smith and Roberts at
to stop the wanton waste of human and Texas, Guess at Old Miss, Philpott at
natural resources and to give the children Washington and Lee, Smith at Virginia,
of men their immemorial "earthright." Hopper at the College of the Bible in
Gene Smathers was elected Chairman of Lexington, and scores of others opened
this new organization and later Francis classroom, chapel and the public forum
Drake of North Carolina and Wisconsin to these men and in most cases the stuwas secured to serve as Secretary. From dents heard them gladly. It was at such
Smathers' storehouse of knowledge and a visitation that Clarence Jordan heard
experience came widely-read pamphlets, Kester talk about the principles of
including a "Primer for Friends of the FRIENDS OF THE SOIL which he
Soil," and "Stewards of the Soil." Howard (Jordan) says influenced him in founding
and Alice Kester wrote the widely-used Koinonia Farm. At student conferences
"Ceremony of the Soil" and "Ceremony at Blue Ridge, Berea, Kings Mountain,
of the Prophets." Drake, Smathers, and Talladega-wherever students gathered
Hartman, together with many others,- -some member of the Fellowship could
have made many American churchmen be found pounding home the message
deeply conscious of their heritage in the of the South and its desperate need of
good earth and have given them an men and women with vision, courage
important lesson in Christian steward- and integrity.
ship of the soil.
At its annual conferences the FellowKester's parish was the South where in ship members examined themselves,
the thirties Arthur Raper could write, their movement and the state of the
"It is not a question of achieving de- nation. They fought for the inclusion
mocracy but of first winning the right of the Negro in the whole life of the
to talk about democracy. Our colleges nation, they attacked the Klan, the antisuffer from class monasticism. Our labor evangelists, "rotten religion," incountry schools are controlled by the dustry moving South merely to exploit
and understood. Through its pages
many people became aware of the
"hidden church," of the unsung "heroes
of the church," who were waging the
good fight against the evils of the area.
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the "abundant supply of cheap and
docile labor," the erosion of soil and
souls through short-sighted agricultural
practices. They underscored whatever
was good and righteously damned whatever was evil. They commissioned members to testify before congressional committees and sent them-generally without the price of a train ticket- to gatherings of similar organizations in the
East and West.
A reading of the resolutions and minutes of the meetings reveals these interesting items. First, Fellowship members
were not, as many labeled them, antichurch. They were churchmen laboring
within their own denominations and
while they were critical of the Protestant
churches as a whole their faith in the
capacity of the churches to become
emancipators and shepherds of the people never faltered. Second, they held
that the ills of the South were inevitable
under the semi-feudal social structure of
the region and while denouncing the
evils of capitalism they never wholly endorsed any political or economic system
as capable of yielding man the good life
unless that system, as Lincoln observed,
was "Under God." They described the
South as a "colonial dependency" (and
so it was a mere twenty years ago) and
prescribed a balanced economy and a
diversified agriculture with a strong independent small farming class as the
backbone of a healthy society. Third,
the members were constantly concerned
to develop a truly Christian theology
and under the leadership of Cowan and
Sikes all ideas and programs were subjected and disciplined to this basic concern. They never rested their faith on
any of the utopian blue prints for a new
world order; instead they hammered
away on what they believed to be God's
will for the ordering of human society.
While a part of many important events
and movements, they unfailing;ly stated
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their convictions and refused to become
tagged by any labels save those of their
own designing. Thus Carl Voss, then
minister of the United Church of Raleigh, could write in PROPHETIC
RELIGION in 1938 :

without justice, economic interests before human values, religious traditionalism before the body-soul redemption of
men, the cannibalistic struggle for power
and man's defiant deification of himself."

"The Church should warn the labor
movement against the curse of power.
Here the Church speaks with experience,
for its own history is studded with hundreds of instances where corruption and
wealth were its undoing. It rues the day
it forgot the values of discipline and selfcriticism. In all sincerity and earnestness, it should warn the labor movement
to ward off the temptation of self-aggrandizement and undue pride. Millions look to the leadership of labor for
guidance, and the leader of labor dare
not let them down."

The coming of the war changed some
of the emphases of the Fellowship, but
not its essential nature. At a regionalwide conference in Raleigh, in 1938, with
an attendance of over 200, both pacifists
and supporters of the war closed ranks
in an effort to keep the people's eye on
the fundamental problems of the region
. .. illiteracy, health, housing, tenancy,
poor land and poor people, colonialism,
the curse of lynchings and the sin of race
pride and hatred. Fifty or more
prominent so u th e r n e r s signed a
manifesto calling for "full citizenship
rights for all people" and stating that
any "military victory would be a hollow
one without the inclusion of N egroes in
all walks of life." The statement was
carried by papers all over the country
appearing on two successive days in
THE NEW YORK TIMES.

Cowan, who was perhaps the most
articulate theologian for the Fellowship,
writing about the "Prophetic Task"
said :
"Civilizations drift to their doom because they believe in magic such as
evolutionism, or prosperity will come
without planning, or war is unthinkable;
therefore, there is no need to deal with
the permanent roots of war ... but, in
contrast, the prophet has a highly developed tragic sense of life born of the
fact that he is part of all the sin he condemns and the lies he would dethrone
. . . The prophet's faith in God gives
him faith in the redemptability of men,
a faith that is wrought out of the tragic
shocks of doom and distress . .. Surely
there is something wrong with a society
that can find nothing to do with the
Son of M an but to crucify him. There
must be something corrupt politically,
economically, socially, religiously in a
social order that cannot find room for
God. And the things incapable with
God's dwelling with men are the unspiritual gods of violence, nationalism

During these early years the ground
h ad been prepared, the seeds of growth
planted and in due course a harvest of
"an emergining minority of Christian
men and women across the South" was
expected to come. And it came, slowly
but surely. The membersh ip began to
grow and wherever these members labored they witnessed stoutly for the
Kingdom . Obenhaus at Pleasant Hill,
Gallagher at T alladega, Jones at Chapel
Hill, Hughley at Durham, D ane at Piedmont, N elle N orton, Dave Burgess,
Allyn Robinson, M aynard Catchings,
Shelton Smith, W arren A shby, Charles
M cCoy, and a host of other men and
women added their strength to the Fellowship.
In 1943 H oward Kester resigned to
become the Principal of Penn School on

St . H elena Island, South Carolina, and
a few months later N elle Morton, who
had been with the home board of the
Presbyterian Church, U . S., came to the
Fellowship as its Executive Secretary.
The headquarters were moved from
Black Mountain to Chapel H ill and
from this point N elle M orton labored
with wisdom and effectiveness. While
N elle Morton's talents were many, her
unique contribution was in getting the
members of the Fellowship to carry and
deliver important and responsible jobs.
Various commissions were formed to
promote the Fellowship work. The Labor
C ommission conducted the first Southwide conference for labor leaders and
ministers. Under the guidance of Commissions the whole problem of segregation was studied and publicized. A Committee on work camps promoted interracial camps in T yrell County, North
Carolina ; Atlanta, Georgia; H ampton,
Virginia; and at Big Lick" Tenessee.
The Publications Committee produced
several important pamphlets and under
N elle M orton's editorship developed
PROPHETIC RELIGION into one of
the most quoted journals of the South.
U nder the direction of Dave Burgess the
Labor Commission issued important
studies on the church and labor while
the Commission on rural life kept the
members of the Fellowship and the public awa re of the swift moving changes in
agriculture and rural life. Because of the
factual contents of the pamphlet and
news items issued from Chapel Hill, it
became a clearing house and information
center for southern liberals. Important
regional meetings were held in Richmond, Atlanta and other cities of the
South where local Fellowship groups
were urged to assume responsibility for
action at all the points at which the
Fellowship was concerned. Nelle Morton succeeded in getting individuals and
groups quietly to work at reforming
certain evils and wiping out others. Dur-
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ing these years the Fellowship expanded
its membership, especially among younger ministers of all denominations who
through the years had come to feel that
the Fellowship was an indispensible aid
to them as they struggled to build toward a truly Christian church in a
Christian community.
Unfortunately, Nelle ~Morton was
forced to resign her position as Executive Secretary on account of ill health in
1949. She had come to the movement
at a moment when a strong, energetic
personality was needed to weld it together into a vital organization. This
she accomplished and for her good and
faithful works we shall be forever in her
debt.
Following Nelle Morton's resignation
the Executive Committee prevailed upon
Charles Jones, the recently elected Chairman of the Fellowship and minister of
the Presbyterian Church at Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, to administer the work
of the Fellowship. Although burdened
by an important ministry to university
students, teachers and town folk and in
constant demand as a speaker at student
gatherings, Charles Jones assumed the
responsibilities of the office. His Christian convictions and his unfailing Christian way of life rallied the members of
the Fellowship about him. Again the
members of the Fellowship were given
large responsibilities and under his leadership groups were developed in various
southern communities including Releigh,
Greensboro, Lynchburg and Atlanta.
The idea of the "family conference"
where all the members of the family, including babies in arms, attend the annual Fellowship Conference was continued under his leadership and given new
impetus and meaning.
During the administration of Charles
Jones an important contribution from a
friend make it possible for the Fellow-
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ship to acquire a tract of land consisting
of 383 acres near Swannanoa, North Carolina, on which the Fellowship is now
engaged in erecting a few modest buildings. As far back as 1938 Howard Kester had written:
"The FSC is anxious to locate a convenient and congenial place at which to
hold conferences, retreats and various
kinds of meetings. Numerous difficulties confront those organizations trying
to do pioneering jobs in the South. It is
not only desirable but necessary that
some place be found where this work
may be carried forward unhampered and
unshackled. . . The place should be
somewhere in the area of East Tennessee
or Western North Carolina."
In 1948-some ten years later-the
dream came true.
Immediately, s(!veral members were
designated to serve on a Fellowship Center Committee of which David Burgess
was made Chairman. David McVoy,
professor of architecture at the University of Florida drew up elaborate but
long-range plans for the development of
the Center. In 1950-51 younger members of the Fellowship started the construction of an office or administration
building. During the summer of 1952
work campers recruited by the Congregational Christian Service Committee,
the Home Mission Board and the Pilgrim Fellowship of the Congregational
Christian Churches, constructed a 40 x
25 ft. stone and log meeting house and
helped to complete there "Adirondack"
cabins and a couple of smaller buildings.
A similar work camp is planned for
1953 when it is hoped it will be possible
to construct a combination kitchen and
dining hall, a chapel and a modest home
for the Center caretaker, Mrs. Mary
Spivey, who now past 65, helped as a
child to cultivate these same acres.

Guiding this new development at the
Center is Howard Kester who in 1952
returned to his old position as Executive
Secretary of the Fellowship. With the
help of the Executive Board he formulated the four primary purposes of the
Center.
(1 ) To provide a home for the headquarters of the Fellowship, and adequate accommodations for its meetings.
(2) To provide a meeting place for
inter-racial organizations and movements, both religious and secular.
(3) To establish eventually a "Seminary in the Cornfield" to serve as a
training center for rural ministers and
lay leaders of the country church.
( 4) To demonstrate the effectiveness of Christian community in terms of
inter-racial, inter-class and inter-denominational fellowship.
Yet the Center is not the Fellowship.
It is merely the gathering place for the
members and an aid toward the realization of the larger purposes of the Fellowship. The true Fellowship lies wherever its members seek to translate its
principles into the troubled life of today.
In the hands of our local groups in Raleigh, Nashville, Atlanta, Greensboro, and
among those members widely scattered
throughout the South, lie the future of
our movement. It is they who must wit

ness. to our faith and help find the means
whereby the work of the Fellowship may
be expanded and made to bear richer
fruit. Such contributions as the Fellowship has been able to make has been
on a shoestring, but we hope the time is
at hand when sufficient funds may be
available to enable us to plan significantly, wisely, and well. Yet the perennial
problems of finance, organization and
aims-whicH plague all groups refusing
to conform--do not overshadow the future promise of the Fellowship in our
Region. Its program is changing to meet
the changed conditions of our time. Its
leaders, now as always, are attempting to
open the eyes and ears of southern folk
to the relevance of the Christian gospel.
They are challenging the powers of the
South's economic oligarchy. They are
combating racial intolerance and bigotry. They are opposing those who would
misuse the earth's resources and turn the
fertile valleys into deserts. These leaders are sometimes "slow of speech and
slow of tongue" as Moses was, and in
combating the entrenched power of
wealth, privilege and prejudice they ask
themselves, "Who am I that I may go
to Pharoah?" (Exodus 3: 11). But when
filled with such fears and forebodings,
they turn again to the Fellowship which
now, as in the past, is a source of power,
and fellowship and a community of believers ready to face the difficult days
ahead with the guidance of Almighty
God.
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WE AFFIRM
The Fellowship of
Southern Churchmen
is an interdenominational and interracial movement of Christian
men and women across the South who are concerned to apply the
resources of their Christian faith to the critical and complex problems affecting the welfare of our land and its people.
As Christian men and women we find
resources for the solution of the basic
problems confronting our world in our
prophetic religious heritage. We believe
that the desperate need for today is a
clearer understanding of the ways of
God, a deeper conviction of man's dependence upon His power, and a complete devotion to His will.
We believe that the redemption of
the individual and of society are one and
inseparable, and we accept as our religious imperative the salvation of both.
Confessing our past failures to declare
and exemplify sufficiently this redemptive message and acknowledging our sin,
we accept responsibility for the present
wide-spread poverty, class conflict, racial
bitterness, general unemployment" and
the overt and covert warfare, together
with the consequent spiritual disintegration, moral confusion and overwhelming
sense of futility and despair throughout
the world today.
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We consider this chaos as the judgment of God upon a world which has
forsaken His commandment to love our
neighbor as ourselves, and as proof of the
necessity for repentance, bearing as its
fruits fundamental and basic change in
our social relationship and in our personal characters. This change must be
in the direction of a greater measure of
justice for the disinherited and oppressed,
a more genuine sympathy for all victims of our unchristian way of life, and
a more complete commitment of our
lives to God.
In these convictions we associate ourselves as the F ELL 0 W S HIP OF
SOUTHERN CHURCHMEN and invite the association and cooperation of
all like-minded persons as we seek God's
guidance in advancing the following
principles :
WE AFFIRM our faith in the Gospel
of Christ as revealing to us the will of

God and the way of redemption. We
seek to identify ourselves with the
emerging minority of prophetic Christians who are trying to discover and give
practical expression to the historic redemptive mission of our religion : "To
preach the gospel to the poor; . . . to
heal the broken-hearted, to proclaim
deliverance to the captives and recovery
of sight to the blind, to set at liberty
them that are bruised, to proclaim the
acceptable year of the Lord." We thus
commit ourselves to the task of creating,
by the power of God and the cooperation of men, a society in which all people may live free in the fellowship of
God and in the brotherhood of man,
liberated from poverty, ignorance and
insecurity, healed from the wounds of
hatred, exploitation, and strife, laboring
together in love and peace.
WE AFFIRM that all natural resources and all scientific processes by
which such resources are made available
for use are God's gifts and must be held
and used as sacred trusts. Believing that
"The earth is the Lord's and the fullness
thereof," we charge that it is a sin
against God and a crime against man to
despoil and waste any such resource or
to deprive any person of the fruit of our
common heritage. All such goods belong to society as they have been made
available by the beneficence of Nature
and the labor of countless generations of
men. They must not be expropriated by
favored groups or individuals for special
privilege. Our right to control and use
these goods is limited by our willingness
and our ability to employ them for the
common good.
WE AFFIRM the intrinsic dignity
and spiritual worth of all persons everywhere, and so deny the right of anyone
to use his fellowman as a tool to serve
his interests and purposes. We therefore
stand opposed to all institutions, prac-

tices, and attitudes that disregard the
fundamental and inalienable right of
every person to live his life richly and
fully. We contend against all uses of
human beings for whatever purpose that
does not contribute to the happiness and
well-being of all concerned.
WE AFFIRM the essential unity of
all men. Believing that God "hath made
of one blood all nations of men," we
declare the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man. We see in the
Gospel of reconciliation, which we proclaim, the denial of all artificial and accidental divisions of persons on the basis
of race, nationality, class, or creed. Such
barriers exist only to the hurt of all. We
accept as our sacred duty and high
privilege the abolition and transcension
of all these partitions that brotherhood
may be realized and all may truly be
one.
WE AFFIRM the right of conscience
and freedom of the human intellect. Believing that God reveals His ways to
man not only through the wise and the
mighty but also through the unlearned
and the humble, we reject all theories
and systems which assume the exclusive
right of men of position and power to
think for all. Such assumptions both
impede progress toward significant social
decisions and thwart the realization of
personality. Man's fundamental right is
liberty to think without threat of penalty
and to express freely the opinions and
convictions of a free mind. Since truth
cannot be established by edict nor error
destroyed by proscription but rather in
the clash of mind with mind does God
disclose His truth to men and by the
power of persuasion does He lead men
to vital decision, we affirm the principle,
"Judge ye yourselves that which is
right," as the sole hope of social improvement and the only means of the
emancipation of the human spirit.
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WE AFFIRM the freedom of the pulpit as both implicit in our democratic
tradition and essential to religious liberty.
A great present threat to this freedom is
the restraint imposed upon ministers of
churches by those entrenched in economic privilege, whose consequent power over the church's message becomes a
silent censorship which robs the prophet
of his word. A still greater threat is the
menial servility to these interests by
clergymen without courage, who prefer
the fleshpots of Egypt to the arduous
task of leading their people out of slavery
into a land of peace and freedom. These
who thus serve mammon are no servants of God. To all who would obligate
us to these vested interests of a decay'ing social system and to ecclesiastical institutions subservient to that system we
joyfully declare our freedom to speak
that which God hath given us to speak.
And we challenge all who stand in the
office of God's spokesmen likewise to
speak.

WE AFFIR,M our loyalty to the
church of the living God, the fellowship
and communion of the saints. Within
its fold we find our spiritual kinship with
prophets and saints and martyrs of the
ages. From its sacred communion we
drink the wine of exhilarating courage
of those who dared to obey God rather
than man and eat the bread of joyful
comradeship with those who have entered into a peace which the world does
not give and cannot take away. To its
Lord we confess our mutual devotion,
and to its redemptive task we become
slaves for Christ's sake. Because we believe that no economic system, no political state, no social organization can
ever satisfy the hunger of the spirit of
man apart from his communion with
God, we devote our lives to the Kingdom of God, which we experience as
partially realized in the church of Christ
and whose continual coming is both our
task and our reward.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
I have read carefully the above statement of principles and desire to register
my agreement with them and the program implied therein. I pledge to the membership my cooperation in work and my sincere sharing in fellowship.
(Signed) _________________________________________ .___________
Permanent Address ______________________________________________________ ------------------Member of What Religious Body ________________________________________ _
Present Work or Profession _._______________________________________________________ _
How did you become acquainted with the Fellowship? ___________________________ _

On what phase of the Fellowship program are you most interested in working? __ _

I enclose $______________________________ as an offering toward the work of the Fellowship:
Mail to:
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FELLOWSHIP OF SOUTHERN CHURCHMEN
Howard Kester, Ex. Secry.
Black Mountain, North Carolina

Questions and Answers
About The Fellowship
By

WILLIAM PARKER AND COMMITTEE

WHAT IS THE FELLOWSHIP OF
SOUTHERN CHURCHMEN?
The Fellowship is an interdenominational and interracial movement of
Christian men and women across the
South who are concerned to apply the
resources of their Christian faith to
the criti~al and complex problems affecting the welfare of the land and
its people.
The Statement of Principles, while
not intended as a creed, seeks to point
up those matters which are of vital
concern to Christians and to indicate
the direction of the effort to discover
and give practical expression to the
historic and redemptive mission of
our Faith.
HOW DID THE FELLOWSHIP
BEGIN?
Sensing the contrast between the
Gospel of Jesus Christ and a South
ridden by poverty, religious penury,
racial hatreds, exploitation and waste
of human and natural resources, the
Fellowship was launched in 1934 to
unite and give leadership to all
southern Christians concerned to apply the principles of their Christian
faith to these problems.
WHAT HAS THE FELLOWSHIP
DONE?
Through the years the battlefronts of
Christian action have shifted, and the
Fellowship has sought to keep its life
and work continuously relevant to
these changes. Within itself it has
provided a rallying center and creative

fellowship for the joint interpretation
of the Gospel, and the mutual support of its members in their struggle
for a more Christian social order.
Again, through conferences on social and economic problems, sponsorship of student work camps and intercollegiate student councils, defense of
the rights of farmers, industrial workers and other minority groups,
FRIENDS OF THE SOIL, Prophetic
Religion, and the Fellowship Center
near Swannanoa, it has given expression to its own concerns and has helped arouse and implement the conscience of the Protestant churches.
HOW DO I BECOME A MEMBER?
By carefully reading the Statement
of Principles, by signing your name
to the Statement in witness of your
intentions and by sending your application to the Fellowship office, Black
Mountain, North Carolina.
By making an annual contribution
to the work of the Fellowship.
By witnessing to your commitment
through the activities of the Fellowship and your own church.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I APPLY
FOR MEMBERSHIP?
Your application for membership will
be submitted to the Executive Committee for approval. When your
name has been approved you will be
sent a membership card certifying
your membership.
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WHAT IS MY FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY?
The final decision as to the size of the
contribution is determined by the
individual on the basis of his concern,
income, and personal obligations.
Some members give annually $100
or more, some $25, some less, but all
contribute in one way or another to
the support of the Fellowship.
WHEN DO I MAKE MY
CONTRIBUTION?
Send your contribution to the Fellowship office, Black Mountain, North
Carolina, when you join the Fellowship and at the beginning of each
calendar year, or quarterly or monthly.
AM I A MEMBER OF THE
FELLOWSHIP IF I BELONG TO
THE LOCAL GROUP IN MY
COMMUNITY?
Yes, if you have personally subscribed to the Statement of Principles,
advised the Fellowship office, and
helped directly or indirectly to finance
and promote the general work.
HOW DOES A LOCAL GROUP
BECOME A BONA FIDE GROUP
OF THE FSC?
When three persons in your community sign the Statement of Principles
and notify the Fellowship office, immediate steps will be taken to help
you effect an organization.
HOW CAN I ORGANIZE A LOCAL
GROUP?
By getting a group of like-minded
persons together in your community,
by meeting the membership requirements and by notifying the Fellowship office of your desire to form a
group so that the Secretary or some
member may meet and work with you.
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WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO
ORGANIZE IN ORDER TO REALIZE THE MOST< EFFECTIVE PATTERN FOR OUR LOCAL GROUP?
Elect a leader or chairman to preside
at meetings, to give over-all direction
to the group, and to keep in touch
with the office in Black Mountain.
Elect a secretary to take minutes,
record data and keep in touch with
the members.
Elect a treasurer to receive and disburse funds and to assist in raising
funds for the general effort.
Committees should be formed as
needed. Many have found the following valuable: Worship - Study
and Christian Action - Program Membership-Finance.
SHOULD A LOCAL GROUP FUNCTION PRIMARILY AS A FELLOWSHIP OR AS A LOCAL ACTION
GROUP?
As Fellowship members, it is our
primary responsibility to witness at
all times to our Christian Faith. Each
group must determine how it can
most effectively witness. Nearly all
groups combine fellowship, study,
and worship with an effective program
of Christian action.
WHAT IS A FRIEND OF THE FSC?
Friends of the Fellowship are those
persons who do not meet all the membership requirements but who are in
sympathy with its objectives and wish
to support it. ,Many persons living
outside of the South, and not eligible
for membership, have become members of Friends of the FSC. If you
wish to become a Friend, just write
the Fellowship office.
WHAT IS PROPHETIC RELIGION?
ProphetiC Religion is the official magazine of the Fellowship and is published four times a year. It seeks to
(Continued on Page 21)

The
Fellowship
In
Action
By

HOWARD KESTER

In 1954 the Fellowship of Southern
Churchmen will have served the people
of this region for twenty years. During
these years it has grown fom a handful
of men and women, scattered for the
most part over Tennessee, to a company
of several hundred witnessing to their
faith from Virginia to T exas. This little
company, together with a larger host
whom we have not been honored to
carry upon the rolls of our Fellowship,
have helped to bring about some basic
alterations in the fabric of southern society. Into the fabric of southern life
have been woven some new patterns of
living which we believe will in due time
replace old designs and patterns which
the South has been content to wear
since it was first wrung from the wilderness Some of these alterations are firmly established in the overall pattern
while some are minute forms and shapes
fragiley etched here and there. The grand
design is a mosaic, as the South is a
mosaic of sharply varying ways of life
with a heavy undertone of unity and

cohesion. Some of the new patterns
thrill the eye and give substance to the
imaginings of the heart, while others
set the builder and dreamer to brooding,
wondering when or whether this vast
area, so blessed in multiple ways by the
goodness of God, will out of its great
heart and mind and boundless energy,
open its soul to the purging of Almighty
God, and build here a type of Christian
society which will bless the children of
all Southerners, and in doing so make of
their building "a cloud by day and a
pillar of fire by night" whereby all men
of the earth may move toward a just and
free society under God.
What are some of the changes that
have come about during the lifetime of
the Fellowship, and what do these
changes mean in terms of a program
which will meet not only the hungers
of the body, but the greatest of all
hungers, the hunger for unfettered and
boundless fellowship of man with man
and man with his Maker.
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From its inception the Fellowship has
believed that human brotherhood and
its practice in all the relationships of
life is a cardinal principle of the Christian faith, and that where it is lacking
Christians must cultivate the physical
and spiritual grounds upon which it may
thrive. Thus the Fellowship has done,
and will continue to do, all in its power
to unite white and Negro people, and to
oppose such barriers as divide them. By
the miracle of God's redemptive love,
we have seen some of His children set
their hands and hearts against the brutalizing and degrading practices of segregation and move toward a more democratic and Christian society. It is not
necessary that we cite the record of beginnings and achievements, but simply
to say that the beginning which has been
made represents at best but a small path,
and that it remains our task, together
with every Christian in the land, to make
that pathway a mighty highway over
which all men may go in untroubled
freedom.
This small path must include the
whole of life, the church, the schools, the
courts, the facilities for health and recreation, labor and cultural organizations
and the job by which a man earns his
bread. Thus a basic part of the Fellowship's program is that of building in individuals and groups new attitudes of
mind and new techniques for social action in carrying forward in unbroken
succession this thin line which works
while it prays for "Thy Kingdom come,
thy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven." This part of our Lord's prayer
we will seek to achieve wherever we go,
or work or play or worship, in our little
groups in Southern communities, in our
area and regional conferences, in our
work with students in the colleges and
seminaries, in the development of our
Fellowship Center.
From a lop-sided agrarian culture, we
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have seen the South move toward a more
balanced economy as between industry
and agriculture. At the moment the
scales seem heavily weighted in favor of
its going too far in the development of
industry and thus once again throwing
its economy in imbalance. Part of this
trend is seen in the gradual liquidation of
the small family-sized farm and the annexation of these small farms, one by
one, into large mechanized factory farms.

problems which recent changes have
wrought in the field of agriculture.
Some of our members-Clarence Jordan
at Koinonia Farms, Gene Cox and Dr.
David Minter at Providence, Churchill
at Memphis, and Smathers at Big Lick
-are making living demonstrations of
the kind of social action which the Fellowship must help to become the norm
of rural life if some of th~ truly great
values in America are not to perish.

Various factors combined to reduce
tenancy and sharecropping and in their
place to create a virtually rootless farm
worker, the migrant, who follows the
crop wherever its ripening fruit beckons.
The Fellowship shared in the movement
to abolish tenancy and sharecropping.
What part will it play in the destiny of
the migrant? He, too, is our concern
and some phase of our program must
bend itself to meet his needs.

The task of making all of us who work
with the soil conscious stewards of Almighty God is still a pioneering job and
one which we must find ways of making
more effective. Moreover, the small
farmer in t he South, and all over the
country for that matter, is confronted
by the problem of mere survival. Because his total production is small in
comparison to the great combines, he is
frequently regarded as a nuisance in the
total economy. In a land of landed
giants is littleness to be regarded as an
agricultural sin? There is a way to help
the small farmer live and produce significantly in this period of bigness and
the Fellowship must find it. As in
times past we gave ourselves to a solution of the problems of plantationism
and tenancy, we must once again give
ourselves to one of the basic problems of
our day.

We welcome the movement of industry to the region where much of it,
for natural reasons, belongs. However,
we are deeply troubled by the absorption
of so many of our people into industry
to the neglect of the land and the farm.
We are opposed to the doctrine of "bigness' and specialization in agriculture for
it is based upon the false premise that
the only legitimate business of farmers is
to produce food. From this thesis the
logical next step is the liquidation of the
family-sized farm which has been the
backbone of American civilization for
generations and now offers about the
last stronghold of economic and spiritual
security. Farming can and shQuld be a
way of life but this nation-making idea
will surely perish if the little farmers are
pushed from the land by powerful economic forces beyond their capacity and
means to cope with.
It is through our Friends of the Soil
that the Fellowship can make a substantial contribution to the multiple

For as many years as the Fellowship
is old, I have been pleading in season
and out for a "Seminary in the Cornfield" here in the South where we could
provide down-to-earth, practical training
for rural ministers, and seminary students preparing to enter this particular
area of service. If Frank Lloyd Wright
is right when he says that before long
"grass will be growing in the streets of
New York," and other great cities of
the nation, then the time to think of developing this type of Christian training
is now. We have the land; we have the
idaes; and we have the personnel pro-

vided they don't die of old age and disappointment. We need now to find the
means with which to make the merest
beginning. Once started the idea will
gather support and in due course carry
itself.
Somewhat to our dismay, we have
found that the great foundations of
America are not going to fall all over
one another in providing the necessary
funds for us to carry forward our original plans for developing the Fellowship
Center. We still hope to get some help
of importance but the probability is that
we will not get the kind of financial
support we originally thought we would.
Hence, we must of necessity, lower our
sights and do the job the hard way, by
sheer hard work, sweat and tears (and if
you don't think there are tears, try
hoisting a forty-foot log fifteen or twenty feet without the blessings of a block
and tackle) . But because it must be
done the hard way, it is not necessary
that we grow weary and grumble because the original blue prints are not
being fulfilled and we are thus prevented
from being the first to do this and that.
There could be a great blessing; in the
way we are now building if we have the
imagination and courage to carryon
despite the great difficulties. Blue
prints have a way sometimes of falling
apart when the actual job gets underway. Our blue prints are merely in cold
storage but the spirit to build at Buckeye Cove is, I believe, undiminished and
untarnished even with the years of financial famine and disappointment. Let
us continue to build slowly, stone upon
stone, log upon log, year upon year,
until the buildings rise to provide a safe
haven for ourselves and all others who
seek the cause of Christian community
in these hills and everywhere.
The foregoing represents, in broad
terms, the basic concerns of the total
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membership of the Fellowship. It represents the frame of reference to which we
return for guidance and inspiration. It
is diverse and many faceted because it is
the nature of the Christian man to be
concerned at all the points which affect
the welfare of the human family. To be
effective at all points of our general
concern-and we have by no means
covered the ground-would require a
larger membership, a considerable office
staff and a far larger budget than that
now available to us. We must therefore choose the areas of activity which
seem to offer the greatest promise in
light of our own resources. Thus for
the Fellowship to make its maximum
contribution, it must organize itself to
achieve certain of these goals by hammering out an attainable program which
combines the interests of all the members and can be reached and realized by
its paid personnel together with those
who can and will volunteer their services.
Some decisions with respect to the
kind of program the Fellowship will
continue to promote have already been
made and others will be formulated at
the annual summer conference. It will
not me amiss, I believe, if I try to prinpoint a few of the must tasks before us,
so that we may grasp with some degree
of concreteness some of the responsibilities which are upon us.
(1) We need desperately to build
lively and responsible local groups in
those communities where we have a few
or a score of members. This is not a
job which the office or the Secretary can
do alone. The Secretary can help promote and stimulate organization and
action but the task of keeping the local
group alive and active is primarily the
responsibility of the local membership.
In this connection let me say that the
article in this issue prepared by William
Parker and a Committee of the Fellowship should be of immense help to
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those seeking help at this point. At the
same time, we need to develop new
groups, and at this point the Secretary
and the local members must assume
joint responsibility until the group can
stand on its own feet.
While we have never engaged in
membership drives, it is of very great
importance that we seek out those individuals whose Christian conviction are
well known and whose union with the
Fellowship will help it to become a more
effective movement. This the membership can do. It should be the concern of
each member to discover and add to the
membership every known kindred spirit.
When informed the office will follow
through on this important responsibility.
(2) There is considerable feeling
that the time has come when the Statement of Principles of the Fellowship
should be carefully studied with a view
to making it both more concise and relevant to our concerns. On the other hand,
there are some who feel that the program
is all that matters and that a Statement of Principles is of little importance.
It is my own personal feeling that programs derived apart from a Christian
frame of reference and strategy would
eventually lead to intellectual stagnation
and moral confusion. I firmly believe
the Statement of Principles should be
revised but I do not think that we
should set brevity, a sort of glorified
Boy Scout moto, as our goal. So that
all members may share fully in the
working out of the new statement, the
present statement is printed in full in
this issue of PROPHETIC RELIGION.
Members are urged to study it carefully
and to indicate their findings in writing
to the office.
(3) There are some members, and a
few persons who are not members of the
Fellowship, who feel that the most important single contribution the Fellow-

ship can make at this time is to build
the Fellowship Center to a point where
it can serve the twenty or so organizations which have indicated their concern to use it for conferences, staff meetings and similar gatherings. In connection with the Fellowship Center members can do three things: (a) find financial supporters, (b) collect tools,
equipment and other materials required
in the building and furnishing of the
buildings, and (c) plan to spend some
time at the Center in works of construction, in recreation and rest and in plain
simple vacation. Bring your own equipment, tent, etc., and come when you like
or make the necessary arrangements for
the use of a cabin by writing well in
advance to the office in Black Mountain.
(4) During the winter and spring of
1953 we held three conferences for ministers, theological students and others
concerned in the field of practical religion. The effectiveness of the conferences held in Raleigh, Nashville and
Atlanta is attested to by the considerable
number of letters received from various
participants. If we can secure the necessary funds we shall hold similar conferences during the winter of 1954. It
would be a first-rate tragedy to fail to
provide this type of forum and fellowship for the men and women who so
greatly desire it.
(5) Through these conferences and
personal consultations, we have discovered the great importance many members attach to FRIENDS OF THE
SOIL. Some of those most concerned
are attempting to formulate ways and
means of making F. of S. more effective
and better known. As a first step we
shall want to publish some new pamphlets and leaflets which heretofore have
been so widely used throughout the
country. Every members of the Fellowship should actively support FRIENDS
OF THE SOIL and make use of some

of the valuable material we have available.
(6) Beginning with the fall or winter issue of PROPHETIC RELIGION
we shall devote approximately one-half
of the space available to a coverage of
important developments-religious, economic, cultural, political, etc.-throughout the southern states. A large number
of official reporters is being assembled
for this particular phase of the work.
This move, while far from being con"
summated, is being spoken of as a firstrate development in meeting a very considerable need among southern liberals.
This effort alone should go far in making PROPHETIC RELIGION a much
wanted, and most importantly, a selfsupporting journal.
As we look toward 1954 let us keep in
mind the encouraging and inspiring
fact that our Fellowship will have witnessed twenty years of active life in this
year. By careful planning and dedicated
purposes we can build the Fellowship
into a powerful movement for righteousness. Let us move forward in faith, in
courage and in great works toward the
next twenty years.

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 16)
.
keep members abreast of important
developments in the South and in the
Fellowship. The subscription rate is
$3.00 per year. It is sent to all members and Friends who are in good
standing.
WHAT AND WHERE IS THE
FELLOWSHIP CENTER?
The Fellowship owns a tract of approximately 400 acres of mountain
land in the heart of the Blue Ridge
near Swannanoa, North Carolina
(about 7 miles east of Asheville on
U. S. Highway 70). It is being developed as a conference site, as the
(Continued on Page 30)
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And the Lord God planted a garden . ..
And took the man and put him into the
garden . ..
To dress it and to keep it.
The Book of Genesis

Friends of The Soil

pleasant to the sight and good for food
. . . and the Lord God took the man and
put him into the garden to dress it and
to keep it."
"The Lord God"--Creator, Sovereign,
Sustainer, Mighty Workman;
"Planted a garden"-Home for the
family, work for hand and brain,
food for the body, beauty for the
soul;
"And took the man and put him into
the garden of Eden to dress it and
to keep it."-Man, steward of the
Eternal.
GENESIS

RIENDS OF THE SOIL is a distinctly religious movement founded upon the Lordship of God over
man, the earth, and its resources.

F

Its purpose is to lead men to regard
the earth as holy and man as the steward
of the Eternal; to assist the rural church
to minister to the total life of the rural
community; to work for the reclamation
and conservation of the soil and other

natural resources and to seek by word
and deed to restore man to his divine
earth-right to the end that justice may
be established on the land and a richer,
fuller, and a more abundant life may
be the lot of all.
Friends of the Soil is a non-profit organization and is open to all those who
accept its principles and wish to work
toward its objectives.

GENERAL STATEMENT
And I brought you into a plentiful
land to eat the fruit thereof and the
goodness thereof, but when ye entered ye defiled my land, and made
my heritage an abomination.
JEREMIAH

Jeremiah's condemnation of man's
wanton abuse of the soil recalls to mind
the all too vivid pictures of eroded hillsides, bleached and bleeding; of swirling
dust storms blotting out the face of the
sun; of the Mississippi, turbulent, tossing, roaring death and destruction
through the middle of a continent; of a
thousand mountain streams carrying the
life-giving earth to the sea; of Arkies
and Oakies wandering forlorn and hopeless in search of soil, jobs, and homes; of
giant green forests swept into oblivion
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by the gluttony and greed of man; of
smoking mountain sides laid bare by
ghastly fires; of yawning gullies sucking in the land and its people-ancient
peoples, Israel, Babylon, Egypt-modern
America.
Thus has man despoiled his world
home. In his arrogance and greed he
has written his estimate of himself, of his
God, Lord of the land, and of his home,
the earth, and has brought tragedy and
despair upon the land and its people.
In the beginning of man's pilgrimage
upon the earth the ancient writer said,
"And there was not a man to till the
ground . . . and the Lord God planted a
garden . . . and out of the ground made
the Lord God to grow every tree that is

This is the common trinity: God,
the Earth, Man.
God is the Lord of Life. He, not man,
created the worlds, the earth, and all
them that dwell therein. The earth is
thus sacred and holy. If we are to live,
we must recognize our dependence upon
the power of God manifest in soil and
air, sun and water. The people that sin
against these sacred gifts will perish.
Our abuse and wastage of the soil and
its resources is a denial of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
man, and the consequences are revealed
to us in the hunger and insecurity, the
fear and violence which are daily destroying our people.
To avert further tragedy, despair, and
social chaos, we must learn the ways of
God revealed in the structure of the universe and reverently submit ourselves in
obedience to them. Those who despoil
the earth stand under the judgment of
God, no less than those who oppress His
people. Bread, brotherhood, and beauty
can be achieved only by our intelligent
and creative cooperation with the forces
of God resident in the land and its
resources, and with one another.
Thus does God reveal to us the material basis of our spiritual life. In the
conservation, restoration, enrichment and

upbuilding of the soil we share with
God in the work of continuous creation
by providing and appropriating the
necessary resources for a just and free
society. To neglect or to deny the necessity of these things is to undermine
the very foundation of life and to destroy
it at its source. Our relationship to the
earth is a moral one, and to deprive any
child of God access to the soil or to rob
him of the fruits of his labor is to despoil
him of his rightful share of his Father·s
world.
To thus regard the earth is not to engage in nature worship but to acknowledge the Lordship of the Eternal
God and man's partnership in the devine
design for a fruitful earth. Those whose
faith is rooted in the prophets of the
Old Testament and in Jesus of Nazareth
are the heirs of a revelation that is burdened with a love of God and His earth
which cries out against its despoiling
and pleads that all men regard it :IS a
devine gift to all the children of men.
. . . A good land; a land of brooks
and waters, of fountains and springs,
flowing forth in valleys and hills; a land
of wheat and barley, and vines and fig
trees and pomegranates; a land of olive
trees and honey; . . . Here thou shalt
eat bread without scarceness; thou shalt
not lack anything ...
DEUTERONOMY

Many pastors have destroyed my
vineyard, they have trodden my portion
under foot, they have made my pleasant
portion a desolate wilderness. They have
made it desolate, and being desolate it
mourneth unto me; the whole land is
made desolate, because no man layeth
it to heart.
JEREMIAH

It is with the profound conviction
that we must relate ourselves creatively
and intelligently to these primal forces
in the life of the world, God, and the
earth, that the Fellowship of Southern
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Churchmen initiates Friends of the Soil.
Friends of the Soil desires to quicken
this gospel of the earth among all religious men and women, especially among
the members of Christian churches
everywhere. We rejoice in the awakening spirit that is manifesting itself in the
works of healing in our land by men,
women and children.
Wasted lives issue from wasted soil.
Today the evidence of wasted soil and
wasted souls are scattered from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The time has
come when the Christian forces of this
nation must give their strength and resources to the building of a more Christian rural order. We must arrest those
forces destroying the people and set in
motion new and constructive forces
which will bring health and healing to
rural America. It is the rural church,
with an intelligent and consecrated ministry devoted to the total needs of the
people, that must lead out in the reconstruction of rural A m erica. The rural
church must become the focal point
from which powerful healing influences
radiate into the entire countryside. For
a weary and disconsolate people the
church that meets their daily needs will
become a cloud by day and a pillar of
fire by night. The churches of rural
America will fulfill their historic Christian mission when they become the instruments under God whereby souls and
soils are redeemed.
"How long," asked the prophet long
ago, "shall the land mourn and the
herbs of every field wither for the wickedness of them that dwell therein?"
Friends of the Soil acknowledges a common guilt before God and our fellowman for the betrayal of the trust placed
in us and for our abuse of the land and
its people. We would seek now through
every Christian means to realize the
ancient dream and the early American
hope of making the soil available and
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fruitful to those who wish to till it and
to live upon it as stewards of the Eternal.

the land as farmers access to and security upon it.

OBJECTIVES
Believing that man under God is a
steward of the soil, and that it is his
divine business to bless the earth with
wise and intelligent care-"to dress it
and to keep it"-and that it is our
Christian responsibility to establish justice on the land and to struggle to give
to every man, woman, and child who desires to live upon the soil an opportunity
to posses that freedom and security
which is their earth-right, and that right
relationships to the soil and justice to
the people who till it will make sure the
foundation of our national existence,
Friends of the Soil sets forth the following objectives:

5. To seed to use the land for the
preservation of the home and the enrichment of the family, and to make
available better opportunities for the
realization of a fuller life.

1. To lead men to regard the earth
as holy and to cultivate a reverence toward it, and especially the life-giving
soil upon which the well-being of our
people depends.
2. To strengthen and fortify the
rural church as the servant of God in its
task of bringing redemption to the land
and its people; through conferences, institutes, and training schools to help
our rural ministers to find ways and
means of meeting the people's needs,
and to interpret the task of the rural
church to the nation at large.

3. To declare by word and deed th e
message of the Christian religion regarding the right use of the soil and of the
just relationships that must exist between man and man if we are to build
here a nation of free people.
4. To strive for such economic and
social arrangements on the land as shall
afford justice, security, and a more
abundant life for those who till the soil ;
to combat the exclusive ownership of
the land by the few who rob the many
of their God-given earthright and to
seek to give all who wish to live upon

6. To work toward the development
of a policy of diversity and abundance
in agriculture, especially in the South,
and to seek a healthy balance between
industry and agriculture in the region.
7. To sponsor such legislation as will
enhance and promote the welfare of
rural America ; to cooperate with federal
and state agencies engaged in improving
the health and economic security of our

people upon the land, and all other
agencies that are working toward a just
rural order.
8. To work
lamation, flood
tion, and such
the purposes
Friends of the

for reforestation, soil reccontrol, crop diversificaprograms as will further
and objectives of the
SoiL

9. To honor publicly those who have
performed exceptional services in rural
areas.
10. To organize local groups, especially through the churches, to work toward the realization of these goals, and
to assist individual members in their
efforts to realize the purposes of the
movement.

MEMBERSHIP
Having carefully read the foregoing statement of purposes, and being in
general agreement with it, I wish to become a Friend of the Soil.
Name _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________ _
Occupation _____________________________________________ ________________________________________________________ _
Type of Membership D esired:
________________ FRIEND _________________________________________________$
.25 per year
______________ SUBSCRIBING FRIEND ____________________________ 1.00 per year
______________ GROUP M EMBERSHIP _________________________ 5.00 per year
(For churches, school, garden clubs, etc.)
__________SUSTAINING FRIEND _______________________________ 10.00 per year
______________LIFE FRIEND ____________________ ________________________ 100.00 per year
Please send me information regarding the formation of a Friends of the Soil
group _______ _
Please send me additional literature on _____________________________________________________ _

Please send me information concerning possible speakers _______________ _
FRANCIS A. DRAKE, Chairman, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
VLADIMIR E. H ARTMAN, Secretary, Washington, D. C.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
HOWARD A. KESTER
ARTHUR B. BEAUMONT
NELLE MORTON
EDWARD K. ZIEGLER
MOSES N. DELANEY
EUGENE SMATHERS
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Summary of

Atlanta Fellowship Conference
May 4-6, 1953
By Murray Branch

The third in a series of area conferences sponsored by the Fellowship of
Southern Churchmen was held in Atlanta, Georgia, ,May 4-6, 1953. The
first session was held Monday evening
on the campus of Morehouse College
and was opened by Melvin Watson,
conference co-chairman and Director of
the School of Religion of Morehouse
College. Howard Kester, Fellowship
executive, made a brief statement on the
Raleigh and Nashville conferences and
the possible significance of this meeting
on "The Protestant Church in a Changing South." McLeod Bryan of Mercer
University gave the main address on the
subject, "Divine Discontent," in which
he first set forth what in his view are
major problems which the churches must
face:
1. Lethargy and inertia; the easy
accommodation of religion to culture;
2. Compartmentalized or pIetistic
religion which sees its role fulfilled in
saving souls and in arresting gambling
and rambling;
3. Strong tendency in the region to
attack world-mindedness.
The recognition of these problems and
their inconsistency with the Christian
ethic is redemptive. "Mac" spoke approvingly of "egg-head" Christians who,
in contrast to "block-head" Christians,
are susceptible to the penetration of the
Gospel and never confuse the idolatries
of culture with the Gospel. They know
that the Church must not be AWOL
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and they have due regard for the significance of the remnant.
"Mac" spoke of the following hopeful
signs in the changing South, the second and third of which, to this listener,
might better be designated potentialities
for constructive change:

1. The South is full of dynamic
movements, many of them small, but
possessing promise. We must become
part of these groups lest people assume
that to improve material surroundings is
in itself sufficient.
2. The religious enthusiasm and symbolism of the region can be capitalized
on and put to constructive use.
3. By rising from a defeatist attitude
following an unsuccessful war the South
can be a demonstration to Japan, to
Germany, and to the world of how to
transcend the disaster of war.
Words from the Book of Hebrews,
quoted by "Mac" in the course of his
address, would be an appropriate text
for his message--"Here we have no
lasting city, but we look for one to
come."

Charles Whitworth of Emory University led a closing worship period using
readings from E. Underhill's Meditations
and Prayers.
The remaining conference sessions
were held at the Atlanta YMCA. On
Tuesday morning, after prayer by Raymond (Chunky) Harvey of Opelika,
Alabama, George Mitchell, Director of
the Southern Regional Council, pointed

"Some Present and Emerging Problems
in the South." Said he, "There are two
ways of making a living: I-by means
of men and mules and 2-by technology
and mechanical power. The South took
the first; the North the second. In the
South, therefore, people and animals had
no hope. These two systems came to
war. About 1880, however, the South
began to feed into itself the other system when a man whose name was D. A.
Tompkins, of Charlotte, became a textile farmer-manufacturer. Industrialization grew rapidly. Between 1929 and
1950 the South trebbled its per capita
income and-now has achieved a rich and
varied economic productivity. We now
are earning enough to afford equality if
we want it. In recent years, moreover,
southern churches and other institutions
have made great pronouncements on
equality. So we have laid out the necessary principles for eliminating inequalities and second-class citizenship.
Because the rules according to which we
live in the South are made for men and
mules, our job is to forge new rules."
D r. Mitchell was followed by Tom
Johnson, a Macon attorney, who talked
on "The Social Aspect of Legal Change."
Society changes law. When society advances, the law moves in to regulate;
when society retreats, the law retreats
faster.
Definitions of "the law" are numerous. Examples:
1. Law is an ass--according to an
English poet.
2. Law is what 'nine old men say it
is-Mr. Justice Holmes.
3. The law is rules by which the
dominantl group controls the lesser
groups.
In the final analysis the law is social,
the means by which social change develops meaning.
The words of the law cannot be

separated from what the judges say and
what the enforcers do. Interpretation
and enforcement depend upon the economic status, cultural level, and moral
standards of the group. Lawyers are
conservatives, even reactionaries. They
are accustomed to looking backward.
Therefore society must move out if law
is to move in. The churches and the
FSC can keep the problems, such as the
evils of segregation, on the conscience of
the people.
Following an excellent luncheon
served by the Atlanta Y,M CA, Clarence
Jordan of Koinonia Farm, Americus, Ga.,
discussed "Some Practical Implications
of Our Changing Rural Economy." The
scene of agriculture is one of great progress. Machines have done a lot to take
the backache out of work. Plant and
animal breeding, improved fertilizers,
weed killers, and irrigation also have increased production tremendously. But
problems have come with this:
1. Increased need for farm capitalization;
2. Greater need for skill.
This has caused fear to the little
farmer and put the pinch on those of
little skill and capital. The overall result is three-fold:
1. Larger and more efficient farms;
2. Fewer farmers;
3. More migrants to hit peak labor
demands at harvest time.
The road ahead in the light of expanding mechanization is some kind of
collective:
1. State collective;
2. Private collective, which we call
corporation;
3. Cooperatives;
4. The idea of Koinonia.
The first three are undesirable or inadequate.
T u~sday evening Dr. Benjamin Mays
of Morehouse College talked on "Impressions of India and the Impact of
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American Christianity (or lack of it)
on the N on-White W orld." H aving
been in India in 1937 and again last
winter, D r. M ays was able to make interesting contrasts and compa risons. In
1937 India was waging a terrific battle
against England for freedom ; in 1953
freedom had been achieved. N evertheless, changes for the better are not obvious to the onlooker. But the aspirations of the Indian people provide basis
for optimism. India wants to be democratic as is evidenced by their constitution. They are handling well such delicate and difficult problems as:

1. The
the native
2. The
3. The

disposition of the princes in
states;
problem of untouchability;
Anglo-Indian problem.

Benny Mays was disturbed by the
seeming ease of accommodation to poverty and the apparent lack of enthusiasm among the people for the new
government. H e was reluctant to venture a discussion on the impact of Christianity upon India. H e did say, however, that judged by statistics, Christianity probably has not made a great
impact upon India. Hindu people are
proud of the breadth and liberalism of
their own faith and are not easy to
evangelize. Christianity's greatest influence has been among the U ntouchables. It was almost the only thing
which offered them so much. India continues to be critical of the West when
it comes to the question of race.

Charles Whitworth led a closing worship period using readings from W inifred Wygal.

By PAUL MOEHLMAN and RICHARD HEATON
QUESTIONS RAISED IN
DISCUSSION AND PROBLEMS
IM PLIED IN PRESENTATIONS
The following came up frequently
and in various connections during the
conference:
1. Is this the dawn of a new day or
are we on the verge of a storm ? H as
the snake been cut in two and we are
now witnessing its vigorous wriggling,
or is the snake now in process of coiling?
2. What is the church and what is it
doing in the present situation? This
question, for all the attention it has had
through the centuries, still needs investigation. For one reason, the clarification of the role and function of FSC
depends in part upon it.
Following George Mitchell's talk :
1. What makes a society willing to
move? Is the .level of earning enough ?
Will promulgation of principles do it?
2. If there is no need to wait or
hush , how does one stimulate fo lk to
action and to take a stand?
Following T om Johnson's talk:
1. Granting that society changes
law, is it not also true that law changes
society ?
2. H ow does one determine wh at the
level of preparedness (for change) in a
society is at a given time?

CUES FOR FSC
I. Line up spokesmen now to support a decision of the Supreme Court
throwing out segregation in education
should such a decision come.
2. Get minority representation on
school boards in southern cities.
3. If No. 2 is not immediately possible, have a mixed school committee
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Report From Nashville

(racially mixed) to parallel the school
board.
4. Encourage projects among high
school students, N egro and wh ite, eg.,
St. Petersburg, Fla.
5. Continue to strengthen Friends of
the Soil to fire idealism and to have
(Continued on Page 32)

Participants in the Fellowship Conference at Bethany Hills Conference
Grounds in the Nashville area resolved
that two of their number prepare an
analysis and report of the conference to
be submitted to the editor of PROPHETIC RELIGION. Since student
workers are supposed to have plenty of
time for intellectual endeavor, the following report is submitted by two of
them.
Our dominant impression of the conference was the concern that the work
of the minister become more relevant
to the problems that confront him in his
local community. "And their dead
bodies shall lie in the street of the great
city, which spiritually is called Sodom
and Egypt, where also our Lord was
crucified." (Rev. 11 : 8) . According to
Scotty Cowan, this great city might
well be Nashville or Lexington. The
South has rapidly become more industrial. Illiteracy, low income, discrimination, segregation, are still Southern
problems but have come to have another
context.
Another resolution that was passed
directed each local chapter and members
at large who are not members of local
groups to prepare a summary and an
evaluation of the techniques of Christian social action in Southern communities that have been found to be most
helpful. The resolution further specified
that these resolutions be sent to the
Executive Council of the Fellowship for
dissemination among other groups and
the members at large. It was fu rther
voted that this pooling of resources for
this critical phase of Christian witness
be circulated to members of the Interseminary Movement in the Southern

region. Members of the conference felt
that too little concern was evidenced in
our regional seminaries for such Christian social action.
Scotty Cowan presented the modus
operandi of his congregation as it confronts the problems of Lexington. Instead of the usual Men's Club, Youth
Fellowships, Women's Societies, Everybody's Church has "functioning committees." These committees are set up
for specific objectives, and when these
objectives are dealt with, the committees
are no longer unnecessarily continued.
For example, one functioning committee
in Everybody's Church was set up to
make an investigation of illiteracy
among the adults in a given area of the
city. A class in one local school was
set up for the not inconsiderable number of adults who wished to learn to
read and write.
Gene Smathers, minister of the Calvary Presbyterian Church in Big Lick,
Tennessee, presented his concept of a
total ministry in a community. He has
taken the need for matching "deed with
word" seriously and attempted to fit it
into a redemptive context. Near the
Church is a health center and accommodations for a full-time nurse to serve the
community. Clinics are held several
times monthly, when a doctor from the
nearest town visits the center to treat
patients. Much of the staff nurse's time
is spent in visiting in the community
and conducting a health education program among many folk who otherwise
would not have this opportunity. Gene
also spoke of the Homestead Project,
set up to enable young couples to borrow money to purchase land in the com.
munity. We know from first hand the
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comprehensiveness of the Sma.thers
library. When he documented the need
for conservation in the Southern area,
for rural education, and for a trained
rural ministry, and when he emphasized
the necessity for preaching a relevant
Biblical faith, we could see that his intellect, as well as his hands, is committed.
One of the delegates asked the members of the panel on the ministry
whether or not they were presenting the
minister as being a social worker in addition to being a pastor. Arthur Churchill, chaplain to the sharecroppers union
in Memphis, was able to demonstrate
how his work ought to be considered
just as valid an emphasis as the regular
Sunday morning preaching service. Even
though most denominations encourage
their promising young men to gravitate
to the so-called "high potential" areas,
which usually means the suburbs, it was
emphasized by leaders of the Conference, that there is as much, if not greater, need for service among the less privileged, for example, sharecroppers, farmers on small farms, and unskilled city
laborers.
The great value of the Fellowship was
pointed up by Gene Cox, when he said
that he could not talk as freely to more
than one or two in his whole home

Questions and Answers
(Continued from Page 21)
home base of the Fellowship and as
living quarters for members and
friends. The Fellowship Center will
also be used by other liberal groups
in the South for staff meetings and
conferences. The Fellowship hopes to
establish a "Seminary in the Cornfield"-a Itraining center for rural
ministers-at the Center.
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county, as he did at Bethany Hills. At
one point during the conference very
real differences were manifest over the
delicate balance that must be maintained
between justice and love as we work for
better race relations and an end to segregation.
We have concluded, on the basis of
this conference, that there is still a genuine need for the prophetic witness of
the Fellowship, particularly among the
clergymen of the South. It was felt,
that, inasmuch as the affirmation of
principles of the Fellowship was written
so long ago, that a revision is needed
which will help to make this affIrmation
more in tune with the times and with
the convictions of the Christian men
and women throughout the South who
are part of the movement. It was in line
with this feeling and with our desire that
the movement may spread that we offered and passed the following resolution:
"Be it resolved that each local Fellowship and members at large who are not
members of a local group, if so desired,
draw up a statement of purpose of the
FSC. This statement of purpose should
be based upon the present affirmation
and should incorporate its essence, along
with any revision that might be made
after analysis and discussion."

Members are urged to use the Center for vacation and work on the
grounds. Arrangements should be
made through the Fellowship office
in Black Mountain.
HOW MAY I SECURE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE?
Address the Executive Secretary of
the Fellowship. He and members of
the Executive Committee and of the
Fellowship will welcome an opportunity to work with you.

The
Fellowship of Southern Churchmen
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
(Adopted at Union Church, Berea, Kentucky, December 7, 1938)
ARTICLE I-NAME
The name of this organization shall
be The Fellowship of Southern Churchmen.

Christian men and women, ministers
and laymen, who are active church
members, and to persons of known
Christian concern.

ARTICLE II-PURPOSE
The purpose of The Fellowship of
Southern Churchmen shall be (1) to
provide a creative fellowship of all
Christians who are trying to discover
and give practical expression to the historic redemptive mission of our faith;
(2) to afford an opportunity through
such a fellowship for joint interpretation
of the events of the time in the light of
the Christian gospel; (3) to uphold one
another in times of stress, hostility, and
suffering arising from the devotion of
any of the members to God and His
Kingdom's cause; (4) to encourage
Christian men and woml!n in the South
to unite the redeeming word with the
redeeming deed in working for a social
order in which the opportunities for the
abundant life are more justly and fairly
given to the masses of men: (5) to afford a rallying center for all those whose
first loyalry is to our Christian faith and
practice rather than to any political or
economic creed.

ARTICLE IV-OFFICERS AND
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

ARTICLE III-MEMBERSHIP
The membership of The Fellowship of
Southern Churchmen shall be composed of all those who sign its Statement
of Principles, who shall have their application approved by the Executive
Committee, and who make an annual
contribution to the work of the Fellowship. Membership shall be open to

Section I.-The officers of The Fellowship of Southern Churchmen shall
be a Chairman, a Secretary,. and a
Treasurer, elected from among its membership by a majority vote of those in
attendance at the annual fall meeting
of the Fellowship.
Section 2.-ln order to provide for
continuity in office the Chairman shall
be elected for a term of two years, and
the Secretary, and the Treasurer for
one year. No member is barred from
being elected to office, however, by
virtue of his having held an office previously.
Section 3-These officers, along with
four others elected for a period of one
year in the same manner and at the
same time as the officers, and with the
Chairman of all Committees and Commissions and Chairman of the Editorial
Board, shall constitute the Executive
Committee of the Fellowship, responsible
for the on-going work of the Fellowship
program.
Section 4-There shall also be named
by the Fellowship at its annual Fall
meeting members who shall serve for a
year as State Chairmen of the Fellowship from those states in which the
Fellowship is serving.
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ARTICLE VOFFICIAL PUBLICATION
Section I-The official organ of the
Fellowship shall be known as PROPHETIC RELIGION, and it shall aim
to further the cause of prophetic religion
and the purposes of the Fellowship. The
publication shall be distributed to all
members, and, in so far as possible,
shall be issued monthly.
Section 2-The editorial policy of the
publication shall be in the hands of an
Editorial Board, composed of the Executive Committee of the Fellowship. One
member of this Editorial Board shall
be named by it to serve as Editor.
Section 3-The State Chairmen shall

FROM THE EDITOR
(Continued from Inside Front Cover)
Filene, of Dean Junior College and of
Boston, Massachusetts; Russell ("Rusty") Thayer, of the University of Michigan and of Saginaw, Michigan; Barbara Hill, of Swarthmore College and of
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts; Barrett Gilchrist, of Bowdoin College and of
Quincey, Massachusetts; Jeanne Hubbard, of the University of Kentucky and
of Lexington, Kentucky; Elizabeth
Howard, of the University of Indiana
and of Van Wert, Ohio; and Charles
Brown, of the University of Chicago
and of Dallas Texas. These campers
will be joined later by: Margaret
("Ear") Vieth, of Oberlin College and
of New Haven, Connecticut; Wolfgang
Von Marschall of Germany; Sara Gullette of Raleigh, North Carolina; William ("Bill") Kirkland, of South Carolina; Preston Wallace, of North Caro-
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act as corresponding editors of the publication, submitting regular news conI
tributions to it.
ARTICLE VI-MEETINGS
The meetings of the Fellowship shall
be held semi-annually at a place and
time to be determined by the Executive
Committee.
ARTICLE VII-AMENDMENTS
Any article or section of this constitution or the by-laws may be amended by
a two-thirds vote of the members present at any regular meeting of the Fellowship, provided that the proposed
amendment shall have been submitted
for the consideration of the Fellowship
at a preceding regular meeting.

lina; and by several other young people
whose names we do not have at this
time. On the behalf of the entire Fellowship we take this opportunity to indicate our deep gratitude to these campers for coming to us and to wish for
each of them a rewarding and memorable experience in Buckeye Cove.
CUES FOR FSC

About The Summer Conference
To the Members and Friends of the
Fellowship of Southern Churchmen
This letter concerns the annual Fellowship Summer Conference
which is to be held Tuesday, August 18th-Sunday, August 23rd, at
Bethany Hills near Nashville, Tenn. The reason that we are so late
getting this to you is that the Greensboro group had just about exhausted every possibility and itself when Buck Kester discovered
Bethany. The problem of finding a place for our conference is increasingly difficult. Our desire to meet as near Black Mountain as possible,
the stress on a family conference, our composition, the need to keep
costs low-all place severe limitations on the place for our summer
conference.
As we have worked on this problem, and have become strongly
impressed with the need for us to complete our own Conference Center,
we have become increasingly aware that this is but one problem of our
Fellowship. Purpose, membership, finances , organizational effectiveness
-all need to be examined and faced honestly.
Out of this have grown our plans for the conference: a concentrated evaluation of the Fellowship. As soon as possible, a folder worked
out more in detail will be prepared and sent to you. In general, the
mornings will be devoted to discussions on the Fellowship (Wednesday
-the statement of Purpose; Thursday-local groups; Friday- the
Center; Saturday-the overall picture; Sunday-Worship and Dedication). The afternoons will be open for family recreation and the evenings will have a family program similar to that of last year with time
for necessary committee meetings also. Finances will be discussed in
connection with each phase of the Fellowship and especially on Saturday. A worship service will be planned for each morning and we hope
to get Charlie Jones to lead us in this as he can so effectively.

(Continued from Page 28)
Hammer especially on high school
youngsters and college agriculture graduates that it is not embarassing to give
one's life to farming. Work with county agents, 4-H Club leaders, etc.
6. Increase local FSC units.
7. Improve understanding of membership and financial bases of FSC.
". . . the oil of joy for mourning, the
garment of praise for the spirit of
heaviness."

For two reasons, outside leadership is to be at a minimum this
year. Due to the long delay in finding a suitable place, it is too late
to secure the leadership we would like to have. Even more important,
we feel that it is necessary that we as a Fellowship really get down to
brass tacks for ourselves. We urge that every member make a special
effort to come and participate. Those who have been a part of the
Fellowship are essential in evaluating its experience; those who are
more recently a part can bring challenge.
Signed:
Edd Burrows
Helen Douglas
Henry Holder
Anne Queen
Vance Chavis

--~------------------------~~-----------------------·-~r
~=-·~~~--------------------------------------------------

THE FELLOWSHIP OF SOUTHERN CHURCHMEN is a movement
for the purpose of . . . providing creative fellowsh ip of all Christians who are
trying to discover and give practical
expression to the historic redemptive
mission of our faith;
· . . affording an opportunity through
such a fellowship for joint interpretation of the events of the time in the
light of the Christian gospel;
· . . upholding one another in times
of stress, hostility, and suffering arising from the devotion of any of the
m embers to God and H is K ingdom's
cause;
· . . encourage Christian men and
women in the South to unite the redeeming word with the redeeming deed
in working for a social order in which
the opportunities for the abundant life
are more justly and fairly given to the
masses of men;
· .. affording a rallying center for all
those whose first loyalty is to our
Ch ristian faith and practice rather than
to any political or economic creed.
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